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Dear Reader, 

Gemini Season has me feeling just peachy. It's been the primary inspiration for our palette, but with
the juxtaposition of turquoise. It's a fresh ushering into the summer season as Gemini culminates on
the Summer Solstice here in the Northern Hemisphere.

In recent years, my most significant fascination, especially with starting my company, EGOxLESS, has
been the concept of duality and how we strive for balance to find wholeness. We all embody dark and
light, masculine and feminine energies, etc. With the acknowledgement that I myself carry a lot of
Gemini energy (as well as its opposing Sagittarius,) I can identify strongly with the ability to adapt to
situations in a chameleon-like nature. Still, the magic lies in the neutrality between them and my
preferred term, walking the middle path. We have to learn how to present a whole and balanced
version of ourselves without tapping into extremes of the spectrum. 

I won't dive into duality vs non-duality because that's a whole other theoretical argument; however, it
understands the basics of this term and correlates to the archetype of the Gemini twins. It
comprehends that embodying our dualism without shame or repression is the full expression of self.
Gemini is like our internal and external reflection. Who we are is not one absolute extreme because it
closes off other parts of ourselves and limits our growth capabilities.

When it comes to the underlying theme of THE WHEEL, it is the promotion of entrepreneur
empowerment through striking a balance between the dualities we all carry. And understanding
success is achieved by operating from this balancing act. Particularly in identifying our creativity and
logic or our left and right brains functioning in tandem. 

The more we hold onto identities that swing to one end of the spectrum, the more we limit ourselves
and our potential. The only caveat would be in situations where we can find external polarity to balance
us. Whether it's with a professional partner who fills in your blanks and teaches you or clients for
whom you can provide a service that fills their perceived lack, that's the tightrope we walk as we
present ourselves toward opportunities aligned for success. 

Love,
Emma

LOVE LETTER FROM
THE EDITOR
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"I THINK"
Gemini is the multifaceted intellect with a
knack for conversation, making for a powerful
networker. Ruled by Mercury and the 3rd house
of communication, Gemini energy likes to think,
think again, then think some more, and about
various things. Since Gemini genuinely loves to
learn and talk about it, the magic of this air
sign is its adaptability to engage with different
dynamics presented. Having an abundance of
Gemini energy in your chart makes for an
exciting dynamic of dualism. 

Midheaven, 10th House of Career
You love communication and variety to have a Gemini Midheaven (the highest point
you can reach in your chart, hence the correlation to your career growth). The ever-
curious archetype thrives with mental stimulation and is best as someone who can
take all your tidbits of information and create your own unique role. Another key
point is that Gemini can hold an abundance of energy. Hence, as an entrepreneur,
make sure you allow for cognitive diversity in your day and exert physically through
exercise. 

MAY 20TH - JUNEMAY 20TH - JUNE
20TH20TH
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carolinachanis.com @themuchnessparty

It has taken me a lot to firstIt has taken me a lot to firstIt has taken me a lot to first
believe in myself and thenbelieve in myself and thenbelieve in myself and then
believe that I deserve to bebelieve that I deserve to bebelieve that I deserve to be
me, be seen, take up space,me, be seen, take up space,me, be seen, take up space,
and never dull my edges toand never dull my edges toand never dull my edges to
get paid. I want clients whoget paid. I want clients whoget paid. I want clients who

intuitively know that they areintuitively know that they areintuitively know that they are
restraining their self-restraining their self-restraining their self-

expression.expression.expression.   

http://www.carolinachanis.com/
http://www.instagram.com/themuchnessparty


carolinachanis.com @themuchnessparty

Let’s name drop! Share with us some empowered
entrepreneurs you follow on socials that we can
gain inspiration from. 
I want to do a special shoutout to three
women who inspire me on the daily!

http://www.carolinachanis.com/
http://www.instagram.com/themuchnessparty


@EGOxLESS

The Twins represent Gemini. This archetype is often misconstrued, as we are
often (forced) in life to pick sides and see things only in black and white. As an
entrepreneur, and mainly the focus of this magazine is to appreciate our
dualistic nature. And enable the use of both our logical and creative sides as
not opposites but rather congenial entities. The interesting feature of Gemini
energy is its ability to be 'two-faced' in a positive sense. You can be at both
ends of the spectrum at once. As someone who wants to be an entrepreneurial
success, you need to juggle a lot simultaneously, including that balance between
a personal and professional presence. I believe the line here is thin, if you are
your own boss and working from a place of passion. So if we reframe our
allowance to be a blend of things and release the rigidity of our persona, we
can be open to more opportunities and flexible to our levels of greatness.

EGOxLESS.com

PLAYING WITH DUALITY BY 
EMMA

NORTON

And alas, another prime example of life's polarities, fear vs love.

Masculine
Yin
Light
Logic
Push
Attachment
Restraint

Feminine
Yang
Dark

Creativity
Pull 

Detachment
Liberation

 SWEET
SPOT

The more we come to terms with this balancing act, the more we can equate
our existence to something that is whole. Gemini energy exudes this, and it
also exudes playful communication. Don't forget to bring forth a lighthearted
approach to your work this season, and remember the ever important opposite
to work, play. 

Playing with your balance is how you find that blissful sweet spot. By attuning
to your intuition, feelings and your current habits, you can identify where you
need to realign and enjoy all that you do. Gemini also has a nervous
undercurrent, so for the sake of the dualistic theory presented here, realize
that any nervous or anxious feelings are reminding you to escape your comfort
zone. Get to know your twin. You may learn something from them.

http://www.instagram.com/EGOxLESS
http://www.egoxless.com/


THE 2ND
HOUSE
REPORT

consciouseconomics.ca @consciouseconomics

A New Economy
 for Gemini

Economic Forecast for Gemini in 2nd and Aquarius Midheaven in the 10th   
*Channeled message for the new economy*
The new earth needs your innovative spirit and zest for change. Your heart-centred
humanitarian nature, mixed with your love of learning and expression, provides a
perfect template for the new economy. You inspire others with your unique,
innovative approach and showcase to others that the impossible is not only possible
but also preferable. As you anchor in codes of freedom and expansion, you create the
space for a more advanced civilization where a labour force acts more as a creative
force and traditional jobs and turns into life-long soul missions of service. You have a
beautiful ability to learn and share what you know, and thus, we ask you to step out
and let your light and ideas shine. Spread your message creatively and to the masses
through technology. Know that you are here to influence the masses to see that they
too can be free, loving and productive all at the same time. Now is truly your
moment; the world waits for you to guide the way. 

We are leveraging how you relate to the
economy and how to make more money
through your creative and holistic passions. 

Gemini in the second house brings a bright,
curious and adaptable approach to money and
investments. You value how money can be
utilized for multiple purposes and likely find
yourself intrigued by finance not just as a
means to an end but also as a way to
understand people and organizations by
studying how they use it. Your investment
strategy can be ever-changing and evolving as
you continually seek new knowledge and
understanding and adapt your goals
accordingly. Having Gemini rulership of the
second house can lead one to build their sense
of personal value and identity around the
knowledge they possess in business and
finance matters. You know a lot, and you like
to share that knowledge; however, you must
watch out not to come off overly confident- to
the point that it gets misinterpreted as
egotistical. You are apt to make money quickly
and often through multiple freelance
opportunities instead of one steady, stable role.
You can also have a tendency to spend money
quickly and freely – as you have so many
interests and love to be socially out and about. 

BY 
RHIANNON 
 ROSALIND

Creative writer – focused on humanitarian or
worldly issues 
Digital Tech Entrepreneur 
Social Change Artist 

Creative + Holistic Career
Choices & Advice – Midheaven
Report 
Gemini rulership in the second house most
often has an Aquarius Midheaven
placement in the 10th house of career,
reputation, public image, goals and
ambition. With this placement, you are
designed to be creative, inventive and
original in your career. You are driven by
intuition and altruistic ideals and intend to
put those higher values out into the world
through your work. You’ll do much better
making your own schedule and thus may be
drawn to careers that allow you to maintain
your freedom, like entrepreneurship, real
estate, or creative arts. Your love for
innovation and advancement could also
have you working with or using technology
in your work, which feels very aligned for
someone with these placements.   

Below are a few fantastic new economy career
choices that would suit the owner of this
powerful combination;

http://consciouseconomics.ca/
http://consciouseconomics.ca/
http://www.instagram.com/consciouseconomics


If you struggle with following through on your tasks or goals, get an
accountability partner to help keep you on track.
Try to get out of your head and into your body by doing a regular body
scan meditation.
When you struggle with writing, use the dictation function in Word or
the one on your computer. The shortcut for dictation settings is for
Windows: Win + H. For Mac: press the Fn key twice.
Break down tasks into smaller subtasks to make it easier to finish a task,
and it will keep you from being bored easily.

Productivity Tips

Productivity
by The

Midheaven

B Y

R E N S K E

E N S I N G

Characteristics
Those with a Gemini (Air) Midheaven generally excel in communication and
use their charm and charisma to get the result they want. They can struggle
with following through, can be a bit restless and feel the need to change
their career often or create a couple of side projects. A Gemini Midheaven
benefits from mixing their quick airy tendencies with a bit of earthy energy
to keep things balanced.

These air runes
represent the Gemini

characteristics of
Complexity,

Communicative,
Cerebral, Movement

and Lightness.

Wunjo: Joy, God &
Goddess, My
interpretation: 
Lightness, floats 
in the wind

Raido: General
interpretation:

Control of the four
directions. 

My interpretation:
Being in motion.

Mannaz: General
interpretation: Whole,
balanced. My
interpretation:
Grounding of the
spiritual body

simple-va.com @simple.vbm

The word "rune" means "to carve or to cut." The origins of runes used as a form of divination date from
approximately 150 CE to 1100 CE in Northern Europe. After 1100 CE, they were replaced by the Latin
writing system with the incoming colonization of Rome.

When we study the runes, we do not only come across linguistic patterns representing practical
information such as accounts of dates and names; we also come across "non-linguistic" inscriptions
which represent magical symbolism and incantations of protections, blessings or curses."
Source: https://www.kornevall.com/post/unearthing-ancient-magic-in-the-runes-messages-with-hidden-
symbols-and-powerful-numbers

There is another layer of personal interpretation of the rune by the person who casts the rune. It is
unveiled through extensive work with the runes over time. Therefore, the runic interpretations are
mentioned here, after working with the runes on the four elements and specific zodiac signs.

The air element in productivity is
about communication and
brainpower. When this element is
balanced, you have a process in
place for dealing with your tasks and
to do’s that come up during the day,
so they don’t take up unnecessary
brainpower, and you prioritize your
breaks. Things may seem heavy
when air is lacking and tasks are
hard to finish. Too much of the airy
influence gets you stuck in your
head and out of touch with reality.

Here are a few ways to increase (+) or
decrease (-) your air element.

+ clean out a cupboard or reorganize your
closet
+ go out on a windy day
+ meditate, use a meditation focused on
space, breathing and lightness
- create a capture list
- schedule mini-breaks
- get an accountability partner

This bindrune contains
the following runes:

Dagaz: General
interpretation:
Spiritual body,

Butterfly. My
interpretation:

two sides connecting,
coming together, mirror.

Gifu: General
interpretation: 

Gift, Four 
directions, 

Centre of the
universe. 

My interpretation: 
Desire within

http://simple-va.com/
http://simple-va.com/
http://www.instagram.com/simple.vbm
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Air is the element of Freedom.
Air is our very lifeforce and the element that moves the tides of our
lives. Throw open the windows, let the breeze roll through your
office, and feel the air on your skin. Better yet, step outside in your
bare feet, feel the grass between your toes, and the wind on your
skin.

Someone with a lot of air in their chart will be able to move through
any situation with apparent ease. They’re sociable, fast, and quick-
witted. They ride through life with a carpe diem approach to the
world. But don’t let that fool you. Anxiety and restlessness often
plague these otherwise easy, breezy individuals. They might try to
hide it but are never successful for long. They wear their hearts on
their sleeve and only ask that you try not to hurt them too much.

If you can find it, you’ll be amazed at what you (or your airy friend)
are capable of. But be cautious; air is predictably unpredictable.
Much like the wind comes and goes as a balmy breeze only to turn
like the tides into a ferocious storm, people with a lot of air won’t
be boxed in. They need a lot of space to roam free, and any attempt
to label or limit them will be met with silver sharpness. The
Goldilocks of the elements, air needs just enough external structure
to keep it focused but not so much that it feels restricted.

 people, earth-influenced folks will want to provide that for you. 
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Try something just slightly outside of your comfort zone. A little
bit of healthy risk can bring you back to your mental A-game so
you can be the wind beneath the sails of whatever ship you’re
steering.
Find someone with a lot of earth energy. Their natural
groundedness and stability may provide the security you need to
re-balance yourself. But if you’re feeling listless and
directionless, someone with a lot of fire energy might be just the
fuel you need to bring you back to your bright self.
Get your body moving. A walk outside, a yoga class, or some
stretching can help ground you back in your body and refocus
your energy where it needs to be.

Balancing Your Air
When the air element becomes unbalanced, you can feel unstable
and foggy. You’ll lack clarity in direction or find yourself holding
onto something that no longer serves you. The once flexible nature
that belongs to the Gemini and air signs will seem non-existent and
be replaced with a far more rigid nature. You could also find
yourself riddled with nervous energy, suddenly unable to make a
decision. Moving forward or moving on becomes a great challenge,
and you may even find yourself being hypercritical of your actions.
Balancing air often means learning how to let go and adapt. You
can:

mydarlingsimplicity.com @kp_hartman

Finding the Shape of the Wind
The air element in Gemini teaches us to be adaptive, creative, and
malleable. This flexibility ability is part of what gives Geminis the
bad rap for being two-faced. They can often seem like two different
people depending on the setting. But this isn’t out of malicious
intent. It’s more like they have an inherent ability to code-switch on
command.

Like air forms in the space it’s in, the air element manifests in
Geminis as the ability to enter any room and make a place for
themselves. This exists in stark contrast to their dual nature as they
are entirely unwilling to be boxed in and often challenge authority,
the status quo, and conformity. Geminis can marry both ends of this
duality, pulling their strength from authenticity.

http://mydarlingsimplicity.com/
http://www.instagram.com/kp_hartman
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Working with a Gemini
Geminis are the royalty of communication. They’re sociable and
kind. They want to bring everyone into the realm of possibility
with them. It’s not just that they’re good with words. It’s that
they have a knack for finding the right ones. But sometimes,
Geminis like words a bit too much and need to be pushed to
stop talking and start acting.

They marry a free-spirited present with quick analysis and fast
decisions as colleagues and leaders. They’ll happily lead the
charge any day and be ready to hold out a hand to anyone who
wants to join them. While all the air signs hold kindness to
them, Geminis tend to radiate with it and strive to make people
comfortable. They find their ground in community building and
communication-oriented professions.

But the innocent nature of their ambition and tendency to push
the boundaries of conformity can be challenging for earth and
water signs. Earth signs will seek more structure. Water signs
will likely pick up on the undercurrent of nervousness Geminis
carry, which will make them nervous. That’s not saying these
signs shouldn’t work together. Geminis will need to provide
more structure for earth signs, and earth signs will need to
work on going with the flow a bit better. Similarly, water signs
will need to work on separating their emotions from the
situation while their airy Gemini works on being more grounded
and stable.

Inside and outside of leadership positions, their vital self-
sufficiency can make it difficult for them to ask for and accept
help. Still, offer your support because even the most
independent people need someone they can rely on and fall
back on. Being there for them, in general, will help build trust
and loyalty in your relationship.

To see where Taurus and other earth energy shows up for you,
it's best to look up your birth chart and find out where you are
most affected.

mydarlingsimplicity.com @kp_hartman
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Air in Gemini
Air in Gemini is warm and kind and maybe even a little naive. It's fast-
paced, curious to a fault, and always on the go. Geminis tend to be
quick-witted, fast thinkers, decision-makers and are always on the go.
Like the wind adapts to their container and moves around obstacles at
will, Geminis do the same.

All the air in them provides a healthy dose of optimism that can often
come across as a little naive and innocent. Refusing to be boxed in or
limited, Geminis express themselves freely and are the sign most likely
to set out and try and change the world and succeed while they're at it.
With acute observation skills, there isn't much they miss. They'll be
able to notice and comment on nearly everything and everyone in their
environment. This gives them a captivating yet confusing power,
leaving people feeling both seen and vulnerable in their wake.

Creatures of duality are a literal force of nature and yet entirely prone
to overthinking and nervousness. Stale air is never healthy, and
Geminis resist ever becoming stale. Air gives them a bit of a restless
spirit that keeps them on the move, and should they be contained for
too long, they'll burst out in a moment of anger.

http://mydarlingsimplicity.com/
http://www.instagram.com/kp_hartman
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My work is: Empathetic, confidence enhancing, outside of the box, marrying creativity and logic.
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 a gemini will not pry open your throat
but will instead breathe lavender smoke

into your lungs and then stay up for hours
talking.

 
 a gemini will ebb and flow and sometimes

float too far. reel her in with gentle strokes,
and poetry about her that space between her

words.
 

 a gemini will never stop thinking, never
stop caring, never stop turning water into

wine. Both sides of her will love you if you let
her speak.

 
 a gemini needs to breathe for herself 

as much she needs you to breathe on your
own. she will nurture you with mint tea and 

curiosity.
 

TASTE OF
ASTROLOGY

BY 
YODA

OLINYK

doulaofwords.com @doulaofwords
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TASTE OF
ASTROLOGY

BY 
YODA 

OLINYK
 

Place all the ingredients on a large board. There is no rhyme orPlace all the ingredients on a large board. There is no rhyme or
reason to this layout—simply arrange sweet and savory ingredients on areason to this layout—simply arrange sweet and savory ingredients on a
platter and make it as pretty or as chaotic as you like. Slice everythingplatter and make it as pretty or as chaotic as you like. Slice everything
into bite-sized pieces. You can swap anything out that you don’t like asinto bite-sized pieces. You can swap anything out that you don’t like as

well!well!
Mix sMix sriracha and maple in a small bowl and then drizzle this mixtureriracha and maple in a small bowl and then drizzle this mixture

over the entire platter.over the entire platter.
Eat slowly and close your eyes as you allow the sweet and salty andEat slowly and close your eyes as you allow the sweet and salty and

savory and bitter to coat your tongue in a myriad of different, co-savory and bitter to coat your tongue in a myriad of different, co-
existing flavors!existing flavors!

Twin TonguesTwin Tongues
  

Ingredients:Ingredients:
½ cup walnuts½ cup walnuts
11 bunch grapes bunch grapes

1 tangerine or clementine1 tangerine or clementine
1 peach1 peach

1 plum, dried or fresh1 plum, dried or fresh
11 large raw carrot large raw carrot
½ cucumber, raw½ cucumber, raw

handful cherry tomatoeshandful cherry tomatoes
¼¼ wedge brie wedge brie

chunk of parmesanchunk of parmesan
yoyour favorite crackers/breadsticksur favorite crackers/breadsticks

  
2 tbsp maple syrup2 tbsp maple syrup

11 tbsp sriracha tbsp sriracha
  

Directions:Directions:
11..

22..

33..

  
  

www.letyodacookforyou.com @yodaskitchen

TWIN TONGUES

http://www.letyodacookforyou.com/
http://www.instagram.com/yodaskitchen
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(Fentiman's makes a lovely Rose Lemonade
 - half a bottle per glass)

https://www.amazon.com/Mixology-Astrology-Cosmic-Cocktail-Recipes-ebook/dp/B078M5M49L
http://www.instagram.com/alizakelly
http://www.taylorgrantphoto.com/
http://www.taylorgrantphoto.com/
http://www.taylorgrantphoto.com/
http://www.taylorgrantphoto.com/
http://www.instagram.com/yodaskitchen


Gemini 

Energy

Reading

Aries - 2 of Wands
Discovery. Plan and analyze options. Be open to
new venues to accomplish what you desire. Get
out of your comfort zone. Communicate with
your network to discover a meaningful
direction.

Taurus - 6 of Pentacles Reversed
Generosity. Communicate inwards. Leave
yourself encouraging messages and gifts of
appreciation. Reflect on who in your network
has been taking and not giving back. Vocalize
boundaries around generosity. Create a healthy
exchange of energy.

Gemini - 7 of Cups
Discernment. Communication brings new
opportunities. Be cautious of illusions and avoid
wishful thinking. Evaluate and take action here
in the present. Use networks to help ground
your ideas into implementable actions.

Cancer - 6 of Wands Reversed
Reputation. Communicate personal milestones
with confidence and secure a healthy level of
public recognition. Define your own success.
Network to align yourself with others on an
upward path.

BY 

MAE 

GREEN 

The Tuscarora Seer on Etsy

Communicative Gemini energy invigorates the collective through a flood of shared ideas. Channel
conversations into networking that supports creative and entrepreneurial efforts. Stop, think, and use this
guide to direct this dynamic energy so it works for you.

@tuscaroraseer

https://www.etsy.com/ca/shop/TheTuscaroraSeer
http://www.instagram.com/tuscaroraseer


Sagittarius - 7 of Wands
Perseverance. Success breeds competition.
Assert your beliefs and engage loyal support.
Plan with your network knowing you will
persevere. Get help to overcome challenges
from external sources. Align for self-
improvement and stability.

Capricorn - 5 of Wands
Mediate. Rise above chaotic communication.
Make space for discussion in your network to
best utilize each person’s perspective and
target contributions. Strategize and mediate to
implement positive, purposeful change.

Aquarius - The World Reversed
Closure. Reassess how you will meet your goal.
Question shortcuts. Communicate to navigate
trials so you can reach your goal. Achievement
is found in clarity. Find the missing piece of
your plan in your network to bring closure to a
project.

Pisces - 10 of Cups
Expectation. Find common ground and rebuild
your network with clear expectations.
Reconnect respectfully and clarify the energy a
relationship takes. Know what you want from
your network. Communicate boundaries to align
with positive support. 

GEmini
Energy
Reading

The Tuscarora Seer on Etsy

Leo - Page of Cups
Curiosity. Follow 'intuitive breadcrumbs’ when
communicating with your network to hear
messages about your creative endeavors. Stay
curious and be quick to answer the question of
how you can align your creative energy to a new
idea. 

Virgo - 3 of Cups Reversed
Solitude. Honor your desire for solitude and work
independently. Communicate how your creativity
can stay connected while you take the space you
need for innovation. Prioritize loving energy and
support within your network.

Libra - Queen of Wands Reversed
Definition. Personal truth and values take the
forefront of communication. Return energy to
your own voice. Be courageous and authentic
within your networks. Define exactly who you are
and what you bring to the table. Be different.

Scorpio - Ace of Cups
Compassion. Communicate with an open heart.
Let your imagination dance with new partners.
Share inner light and find that with the more you
give, the more you receive. Magnetic,
compassionate, creative energy draws your
network tighter.

BY 

MAE 

GREEN 

@tuscaroraseer

https://www.etsy.com/ca/shop/TheTuscaroraSeer
http://www.instagram.com/tuscaroraseer
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Hello from your
starry-eyed  friends at 
THE WHEEL!

Want to promote your
product or service in the

magazine?
 

Check out our Media Kit
and reach out!
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